MINI IMMERSIVE CINEMAS
AND PLANETARIUMS
Mini 1080

Lux 1200

Characteristics: Semi
professional system.
This model has a precise
vertical and horizontal
lens shift, which combined with our optical bloc
allows for spectacular brightness and color. Ideal
for fulldome cinema and
planetarium.

Characteristics: Semi professional system. Fast onoff turning. The projector
includes an easy-to-use
shift, permitting optimal
adjustment with the optical block. Its spectacular
brightness and colours
make it ideal for fulldome
cinema and planetarium.

Pro 1200

Pro 1600

Characteristics: Professional projection system.
Optical block with optimal adjustment. Our most
compact equipment. Very
portable and versatile,
ideal for full dome cinemas and planetariums. 2
years warranty extension
available.

Characteristics: Highly
professional system.
Specially prepared for
demanding conditions.
Unbeatable image, ideal
for high quality fulldome
cinemas and planetariums. 2 years warranty
extension available.

EXW: taxes and transport not included in price

COMPLEMENTS

Immersive CubeSound

Masterput

Source: 110/220v selectable
Dimensions: 35x35x39cm height
Color: textured black

Immersive Adventure markets the Masterput software
which is made by Lionel Ruiz, and is controlled form a
tablet.

Characteristics: 10” coaxial speaker and 2 ways 360º
sound diffuser. 3 channel mixer 2 line entrances and one
for the microphone. General volume control and 2 way
equalizer with bass and treble control. 1/4 output jack.
Optional emergency light.

Characteristics: Control of all the planetarium interface functions. Allows you to have more than 2000 stored and available files. Permits you organize content in a
very visual and immediate manner.

Ideal for: Reproducing music in spheric environments such
as domes, equally distributes sound in al the room. Permits Blue tooth connection and are easily transportable.

Ideal for: Professional planetarium user and for people
that work with varied astronomical subjects.

Control column

Software and Movies

Characteristics: Integrates all the control complements
in the planetarium. Moves up and down to adjust height
and can incorporate 2 lights: room and working lights. Can
include a keyboard support and extra drawer. Allows the
integration of the cubesound on its base.

Customized software solutions: mini videos, mini shows,
or scripts. Astronomy, cosmogony and science at your
fingertips.

Ideal for: Fixed planetariums.

- 5 basic astronomy movies complement planetarium
sessions
- 4 basic cosmogonies explain the cultural origin of our
universe
- More than 100 short scripts and 250 mini videos to help
explain visual basic astronomy phenomena.

EXW: taxes and transport not included in price

